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	Ever thought of using the time-tested tactics and techniques of the ancient ninja to understand the mind of today's ninja, the hacker? As a penetration tester or security consultant you no doubt perform tests both externally and internally for your clients that include both physical and technical tests. Throw traditional pen testing methods out the window for now and see how thinking and acting like a ninja can actually grant you quicker and more complete access to a company's assets. Get in before the hacker does with these unorthodox techniques. Use all of the tools that the ninja has: disguise, espionage, stealth, and concealment. Learn how to benefit from these tools by laying your plans, impersonating employees, infiltrating via alarm system evasion, discovering weak points and timing, spyware and keylogging software, and log manipulation and logic bombs. And, really, don't you want to be a ninja for a day just because they're cool? Let this book be your excuse!

	
		Discusses techniques used by malicious attackers in real-world situations
	
		Details unorthodox penetration testing techniques by getting inside the mind of a ninja
	
		Expands upon current penetration testing methodologies including new tactics for hardware and physical attacks
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The Business Value of Developer Relations: How and Why Technical Communities Are Key To Your SuccessApress, 2018

	
		Discover the true value of Developer Relations as you learn to build and maintain positive relationships with your developer community. Use the principles laid out in this book to walk through your company goals and discover how you can formulate a plan tailored to your specific needs.

	
		First you will understand the value...
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CAFE: An Industrial-Strength Algebraic Formal MethodElsevier Limited, 2000
This book contains selected papers on the language, applications, and environments of CafeOBJ, which is a state-of -the-art algebraic specification language. The authors are speakers at a workshop held in 1998 to commemorate a large industrial/academic project dedicated to CafeOBJ. The project involved more than 40 people from more than 10...
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Machine Learning with the Raspberry Pi: Experiments with Data and Computer Vision (Technology in Action)Apress, 2019

	
		Using the Pi Camera and a Raspberry Pi board, expand and replicate interesting machine learning (ML) experiments.  This book provides a solid overview of ML and a myriad of underlying topics to further explore. Non-technical discussions temper complex technical explanations to make the hottest and most complex topic in the...
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MCSE Windows 2000 Active Directory Services Design Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-219)Que, 2003
This updated edition of the best-selling 70-219 Exam Cram will help you pass one of the four core design exams in the MCSE 2000 certification program. This book isn't intended to teach you new material or go over every detail like a large study guide does. Instead it assumes that you have a solid foundation of knowledge but could...
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Wikipedia: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008
What made you write the book?    In November 2006 I started working on an index for editors of Wikipedia – a single page that had links to all relevant policies, guidelines, how-to pages, reference pages, tools, and other things that an editor might conceivably want to read. The more I worked on the index, the...
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IPv6 in Practice: A Unixer's Guide to the Next Generation InternetSpringer, 2010

	Back in early 2000 I first tried to get seriously started with IPv6. But I

	couldn’t find any documentation that helped me to understand how to make

	it work in my usual environment. Being swamped with work at my then job

	I eventually gave up, frustrated for the first time.





	In 2002 Silvia Hagen published the...
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